This grid of letters conceals words lying in different directions: forward, backward, up, down, or diagonally, but always in a straight line. The words to find and circle are listed below the grid - cross them off once you’ve circled them.

Many words overlap. When you’ve crossed off all the words in the list below, there will be letters that haven’t yet been circled. Gather those letters - from the top, left to right, and they will spell out the ‘Last Word’ answer for this puzzle.

Potpourri #50  Solution: 4 letters

E G N I K E N N E D Y O G I C
C T D W R F G A L I O V T I U
I O A I E N I R T I V T N U R
L R T R O T T E R U B R A C R
P A U Y Y H A H Y U E E N R Y
S L N B O G N T M V B L I N D
E S E I N U O U E T Q D M I O
T I H T R O W L E T A M O R B
N E C I Y O D S S O S X N D W Y
A V U N N T N A U Y Y I G E N
N E O T R G M G U S M A M O A
I A C O O U U L I V E Y R D S
E I C N S N M A R S H H L P C
C S A E K N I O R R P I P A A
E S A H P L A C I D B A H E R

ACCOCUHE   AD LIB   AMUSE   ANYBODY   BEAU   BLIND
BROMATE    CARBURETTO    COAL    GAS   CURRY   DIONYSIA   DOMINANT
DONBURI    DOTARD    EKING   EPHESES   ESCORT   EVERNICK
FERULE     GITANO    GYRATE   IDOL     INTONE   KENNEDY
LIVE       LUTHERAN  MARSH   MIXT    MYLAR    MYOLOGY
MYRTLE     NANTES    NASCARS  NIECE   OINK     ONRY
OUGHANT    PECAN     PHASE   PLACID  PRAYS    REHAB
RHYME      RUB DOWN  SATIRE   SHINGUARD   SIEVE    SIGNORINA
SPICIE     TANGO     TEUTONIC VITRINE   VOILA    WIRY
WORTH IT   YOGIC